Considerations on Probe Design for Affinity-Guided Protein Conjugation.
The plethora of methods developed for the creation of protein conjugates often differs significantly with regard to the heterogeneity of the resulting products, in the degree of genetic manipulation of the protein required, and in the technical skills required to perform the conjugation procedure. Affinity-guided protein conjugation is a protein labeling methodology based on noncovalent binding interactions between a labeling probe and the protein of interest. These interactions increase the local concentration of a reactive group in the probe on the protein surface thus facilitating the conjugation in proximity of the complexation site. The ability to produce high-quality conjugates from nongenetically modified proteins both in vitro, but also in cells, demonstrates the power of affinity-guided protein conjugation. Here, we present the progress of affinity-guided protein conjugation in relation to selective protein labeling in living systems and the formation of high-quality protein conjugates. Furthermore, the probe design will be discussed in relation to the utility of the probe for labeling in vitro or in living systems.